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Abstract 
The main results of the present paper are the equivalence of definability by monadic second- 
order logic and recognizability for real trace languages, and that first-order definable, star-free, 
and aperiodic real trace languages form the same class of languages. This generalizes results on 
infinite words and on finite traces to infinite traces. It closes an important gap in the different 
characterizations of recognizable languages of infinite traces. 
1. Introduction 
In the late 1970’s, Mazurkiewicz introduced the notion of trace as a suitable mathema- 
tical model for concurrent systems [16] (for surveys on this topic see also [I, 6, 10, 171). 
In this framework, a concurrent system is seen as a set t; of atomic actions to- 
gether with a fixed h-reflexive and symmetric independence relation Z E z x ,X. The 
relation Z specifies pairs of actions which can be carried out in parallel. It gen- 
erates an equivalence relation on the set of sequential observations of the system. 
As this relation is actually a congruence relation, it defines a quotient monoid of 
.P, called trace monoid. These monoids are also called free partially cr?;.tmuta- 
tive monoids and have been !irst studied in combinatorics by Cartier and 
Foata [5]. 
Actions in a sequential system are linearly ordered, whereas a concurrent run 
(trace) corresponds to a restricted Slabelled partial order. Traces can also be 
viewed as dependence graphs, i.e. as labelled, acyclic graphs, where vertices are la- 
belled with actions and edges exist precisely between vertices with dependent 
labels. 
A natural framework for studying nonterminating concurrent systems (e. g. operating 
systems, transaction systems) is provided by extending Mazurkiewicz traces to infinite 
traces. Infinite traces are given immediately by considering the extension to infinite 
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dependence graphs. In this paper we are concerned only with dependence graphs where 
every vertex has a finite past, i.e. every action can be performed within a finite delay. 
Infinite traces corresponding to this kind of dependence graphs are called real traces. 
Alternatively, real traces can be viewed as the ideal completion (with respect to the 
prefix order) of the monoid of finite traces [ 171. 
The family of recognizable real trace languages has been first investigated by Gastin 
[12] from the viewpoint of recognition by saturating homomorphisms. Consequently, 
the extension of Ochmanski’s theorem from finitary trace languages to infinitary trace 
languages provided a characterization by concurrent-rational expressions [ 141. 
Concerning recognition by means of finite state automata, a suitable model for 
trace languages is given by automata with distributed control, namely asynchronous 
(cellular) automata [26,27]. With appropriate extensions of classical acceptance 
conditions (Btichi, Muller), it has been shown that the class of recognizable real 
trace languages corresponds to the family of languages accepted by non- 
deterministic Btichi [ 131, respectively, deterministic Muller asynchronous (cellular) 
automata [9]. Solely the logical characterization of recognizability in terms of 
monadic second-order formulae remained open so far and is provided by this 
paper. 
Motivated by applications in the field of verification and specification of distributed 
systems (e.g. model checking), the question of determining the expressive power of 
logic in the context of infinite traces is of particular interest. In the present paper we 
provide answers to some of the remaining open problems in the theory of real traces 
([8], for some recent open problems). We show for example that monadic second-order 
logic corresponds to recognizability, thus being decidable. Our approach is independent 
of any model of trace automata. 
In the weaker first-order logic framework, we give again a proper generalization 
from the theory of (o-) words and finite traces and show that the family of star- 
free (aperiodic, respectively) sets of real traces coincides with the family of first-order 
definable languages. 
The paper is organized as follows: In Section 2 we recall some basic notions of 
trace theory, together with some properties of recognizable sets. In Section 3 we show 
the equivalence of monadic second-order logic and recognizability for real trace lan- 
guages, extending the characterization for languages of finite traces [25]. Together 
with a result obtained in Section 4 this provides a new proof for Metivier’s [ 18, 
Theorem 2.31 and O&man&i’s [19, Lemma 8.21 result on the recognizability of the 
Kleene-iteration of connected recognizable languages of finite traces. In Section 4, we 
consider first-order logic on real traces. First we provide direct transformations be- 
tween formulae interpreted on finite words and formulae interpreted on finite traces. 
Then we show that first-order definable languages are exactly the star-free languages. 
Finally, we show the equivalence of star-freeness and aperiodic@ extending charac- 
terizations obtained for languages of finite traces [ 151. Some of our ideas have been 
proposed independently by Hoogeboom, Thomas, and Zielonka (personal communica- 
tion). 
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2. Preliminaries 
2.1. Basic notions 
We denote by (2,D) a finite dependence alphabet, with z being a finite alphabet 
and DE C x C a reflexive and symmetric relation called dependence relation. The 
complementary relation Z = (,?C x ,YC)\ D is called independence r lation. The notations 
D(a) = { b E C ( (a, b) E D} and D(C’) = UaEZ, D(a), C’ G JC, will be used throughout 
the paper. 
The monoid of jnite traces, M(C,D), is defined as a quotient monoid with respect 
to the congruence relation generated by the independence relation I, i. e. Ml(C, D) = 
E*/{ ab = ba ( (a, b) E I}. Th e empty trace (and the empty word as well) will be 
denoted by 1. A trace can be identified with its dependence graph, i.e. with (an 
isomorphism class of) a labelled, acyclic, directed graph [V, E,/], where Y is a set 
of vertices labelled by /: V + E and E is a set of edges between vertices with 
dependent labels. More precisely, we have for every x,y E V, (&(X),&J)) E D if and 
only if x = y or (x, y) E E or (y,x) E E. Thus, we associate to every word al . . . a,, 
ai E J?, the vertex set V = (l,..., n} labelled as f(i) = ai, together with the edge set 
E = {(i,j) 1 1 < i <j < n, (ai,ai) E D}. This notion provides a natural definition of 
infinite traces by means of infinite dependence graphs. We denote by G(C, D) the set of 
dependence graphs with a countable set of vertices V, such that C’(a) is well-ordered 
for every a E JC. 
G(& D) is a monoid with respect to the concatenation [Vl,El,/l][Vz, E2,82] = 
[V,E,&], where [V,E,k’] is the disjoint union of [V,,E,,k’,] and [V2,E2,82], together 
with additional edges (VI, ~2) E VI x V2, whenever (/t(ut),/2(u2)) E D holds. The iden- 
tity is the empty graph 1 = [0,0,0]. The concatenation is immediately extendable to 
tinite and infinite products. Let (gn)n,c C G(JC,D). The infinite product g = gogt . . . E 
G(z’,D) is the disjoint union of the gn, together with additional edges from g,, to g,,, 
for n -C m between vertices with dependent labels. Thus, we define the o-iteration 
of A C G(C,D) as AU = { gsgt . . . ] gn E A, Vn>O} (note that for 1 E A we have 
AU = A* u (A \ 1)O). 
We denote by Y” the set of infinite words over the alphabet C (i.e. mappings 
from N to Q, and by P the set of finite and infinite words E* U Co. The canonical 
mapping q : Z* + M(C, D) associating to a sequence its trace (dependence graph) can 
be naturally extended to C”, i.e. cp : Zoo -+ G(&D). The image cp(P’) C G(C,D) 
is called the set of real traces and is denoted by R(C,D). Real traces correspond to 
(in)finite graphs, where every vertex has finitely many predecessors. A word w E ,P is 
called a representative oft E R(C,D) if q(w) = t. Throughout this paper we abbreviate 
R(&D) (M(C,D), respectively) by Iw (Ml, respectively). 
Observe that 53 is not a submonoid of G(C,D), as e.g. a”a is not a real trace 
anymore. A semantically satisfactory definition of the concatenation operation is given 
by extending the theory to complex traces [?‘I. Since we consider real traces only, 
we have chosen here the approach of viewing the concatenation as a partially defined 
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operation on R, i.e. t = tlt2 for tr, t2 E R is defined only if t E Iw. Note that this 
condition is always satisfied if tl is a finite trace. 
A word language L G CW is said to be closed (with respect to (,Y?,D)) if L = 
(p-‘q(L) for the canonical mapping cp : C” -b R. 
We denote by alph(t) the set of letters occurring in a trace t. We also use the 
abbreviation (t, U) E Z for alph(t) x alph(u) c I. 
A trace is called connected if its dependence graph is connected. A language is called 
connected if all its elements are connected. Every trace t E [w can be decomposed into 
connected components t = tl 0 .. . Ijt,,, i.e. every t; is a connected factor of t = 
t1 * * - tn and (ti,rj) E I, for 1 <i # j<n. Let A z Ml, then the language of its connected 
components is defined as CC(A) = {U E M 1 u is a connected component of some 
tEA}. 
The set of letters occurring infinitely often in a real trace t is denoted alphinf(t). 
We conclude this section with an example. Consider two concurrent processes PI, 
P2, given by the instruction sequences 
Pi : while true do xi := fi(xi,y); y := i endwhile . 
We have four (atomic) instructions a = (x1 := fl(xr,~~)), b = (y := l), c = (x2 := 
f&2,y)) and d = (y := 2) with the independence relation Z = {(a,c),(c,a)}. Se- 
quences of instructions satisfying that no process is idle forever are given e.g. by the 
real trace language {t E {ub,cd}” 1 {b,d) calphinf(t)}. 
2.2. Recognizable injnitary word and trace languages 
In this section we recall some properties of the family of recognizable subsets of 
J5” and [w, denoted by Rec(Coo) and Rec( [w), respectively. Recognizable infinitary 
word languages can be characterized in several ways. The most familiar one involves 
finite-state automata, equipped with suitable acceptance conditions. These conditions 
specify (possibly partially) the set of states which have to occur infinitely often on an 
accepting path. A further characterization is given by o-rational expressions, which 
are formed over finite languages of finite words by using the operations union, concate- 
nation, Kleene-star and o-iteration. Following the definition of the infinite product for 
dependence graphs, we have for A G C’, AW = { w E Coo 1 w = WOWI . . . , with w,, E A 
for n 20 }. In particular, if the empty word belongs to A, then Am = A* U (A \ { l})w. 
Finally, from the logical viewpoint, recognizability of (infinitary) word languages 
corresponds to definability in the monadic second-order logic framework studied by 
Btichi [4]. 
One possible way to deline recognizable real trace languages is by saturating ho- 
momorphisms [12]. Let q : M + S be a homomorphism to a finite monoid S. A real 
trace language A C [w is recognized by q if for any sequence (tn),2~ c Ml the following 
saturation property holds: 
t&t2 . . . E A + &(to) rj+(tl) +&)...CA . 
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The saturation property leads, together with a standard Ramsey argument, to a rep- 
resentation of A as A = UCs,e)EPA q-‘(s) q-‘(e)” with PA = { (S, e) E 8’ 1 se = 
s, e2 = e and q-l(s) q-‘(e)” rl A # 0 }. An equivalent definition uses Arnold’s syn- 
tactic congruence [3]. For A C R, two finite traces U, v E M are congruent if and 
only if: 
V&YE M : x(uy)O E A ($ x(vy)” E A , 
vx, y,z E Nfn : xuyz” E A w xvyzw E A s 
We denote the syntactic congruence by =A and consider the canonical homomorphism 
q : M + Synt(A), where Synt(A)= Ml/ =A is the syntactic monoid of A. Then A E 
Rec(lw) if and only if the syntactic congruence =A has finite index and rj : M + 
Synt(A) recognizes A. Furthermore, for A G R we have Synt(A) = Synt(cp-‘(A)) [12]. 
Due to the partial commutativity there can be no equivalence between recognizabil- 
ity and rational expressions with the Kleene-star as iteration operator. The solution 
to this problem was given by Ochmanski [ 191, who introduced the concept of con- 
current iteration. With this notion the family of recognizable linitary trace languages 
shows to coincide with the family of c-rational (or co-rational) languages. In the 
inIinitary case, o-rational expressions (formed by using in addition the o-iteration) 
precisely characterize recognizable o-word languages. Again, the result has its coun- 
terpart for real trace languages, by using the concurrent o-iteration instead of the 
usual o-iteration [14]. For further details on c-rational real trace languages, we refer to 
Section 3.1. 
3. Monadic second-order logic over real traces 
In order to specify properties of real trace languages by logical formulae, a real trace 
t E R will be identified with its dependence graph. Logical formulae are defined over 
structures of the form (V, c,(P~)~~z), corresponding to dependence graphs [V,E,G], 
where < is the partial order induced by E and P, = {v E F’ 1 l(v) = a}, a E Z (recall 
that the restriction of < to P, is a well-founded total order). We allow the empty 
structure (I’ = 0) in order to include the empty trace. We use first-order variables x, 
y, z, *. . ranging over the vertex set V and set variables X, Y, 2, . . . ranging over sets 
of vertices. Formulae are defined inductively as follows. 
l Atomic formulae are given by the first-order predicates XC y, P,(x) and the (monadic) 
second-order predicate x E X, with x, y,X denoting variables (X is a set variable) 
andaEZ. 
l Logical connectives: If $1 and $2 are formulae, then ($1 V $2) and (-$I) are for- 
mulae, too. 
l Quantifiers: If $ is a formula, x is a first-order variable, and X is a monadic second- 
order variable, then Eh$ and !tX$ are formulae, too. 
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We refer to the monadic second-order logic system introduced above as MSO. We 
freely use also A, +, V and abbreviations like X G Y for Vx (X E X --) x E Y) and 
x = y for 1(x < y) A -(y < x) A (V,JP,(x) A P&J))). A real trace t is a model 
for a sentence $ (i.e. a formula without free variables), if $ is satisfied by t under 
the canonical interpretation (in symbols t b 9). This means that variables are inter- 
preted by vertices, respectively sets of vertices of the dependence graph G(t) of t, the 
predicate P,(X) is “x is labelled with a E c”, the predicate < is interpreted as the 
partial order of G(t), and y E X is “y belongs to X”. The real trace language defined 
by a MS0 sentence Ic/ is given by {t E R 1 t b I)}. The logical framework introduced 
above will also be used for defining languages of finite and infinite words. The dif- 
ference consists in the interpretation of < as a total order in models corresponding to 
words. 
Example 1. The property “ab is a (trace) factor” can be expressed by the sentence 
%3y(P&)APb(y)A~(y c x)A~%(x c zAz < y)) . 
Note that the expressive power of monadic second-order logic with respect to trace 
properties does not depend on whether the partial order relation < or the edge relation 
EH of the Hasse diagram of a trace (or the edge relation of the dependence graph) are 
chosen to be part of the logical framework, since one can be expressed into the other. 
The edge relation EH generalizes the successor relation on words and is expressible by 
the partial order (even in first-order logic): 
xEHy iff ~<yA~&(x<zAz<y), 
and conversely (in second-order logic): 
x < y iff 3’(x EH X’ A 
Therefore, we are free to use both, the partial order < and the Hasse diagram edge 
relation, in monadic second-order formulae. 
3. I. Equivalence of recognizability and monadic second-order logic 
The aim of this section is to show the equivalence of recognizability and definability 
in monadic second-order logic for real trace languages. One possible way to obtain this 
result is by using automata-theoretic haracterizations. We use here a different approach, 
which turns out to be more elegant. Our proof is based on the characterization of 
recognizability by c-rational languages [19, 141, which we describe in the following. 
First, let us define for A C M the concurrent iteration AC* C Ml, respectively concurrent 
w-iteration Acw c R by AC* := (CC(A))*, respectively, AC0 := (CC(A))w (recall the 
notation CC(A) for the connected components of elements of A). 
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Now, c-rational trace languages form the least family cRat(lW) of subsets of Iw sat- 
isfying 
l 0 and the singletons {t}, t E M, belong to cRat( [w). 
l If A c IU and B, C G R are in cRat([W), then also the product A B and the union 
B U C belong to cRat([W). 
l If A G M is in cRat(Iw), then also the concurrent iteration AC* and the concurrent 
o-iteration AC0 belong to cRat(lR). 
Actually we shall use in the following a slight modification of the above definition, 
which is easily shown to be equivalent [14]: we replace the closure by the two con- 
current iteration operators by the following closure property: 
l If A G Ml is connected and belongs to cRat(lw), then also the Kleene-iteration A* 
and the o-iteration Am belong to cRat([w). 
In the proof of the theorem below we use the equivalence between recognizability and 
MS0 definability for o-word languages [4]. Furthermore, the proof is based on the 
equivalence between Rec(lw) and cRat([W) [141. 
Theorem 2. Let A G I!3 be a real trace language. Then A is recognizable if and only 
if it is dejnable in monadic second-order logic. 
Proof. The figure below sketches the situation considered. Recall that cp denotes the 
















(1) Clearly, we cannot use the same formula for both models, traces and words, 
as the underlying interpretation of the predicate < is different. For example the for- 
mula 
~3x3y32(P,(x)AP,(y)APb(z)Ax <zAy <zA(x < yVy <x)) 
over the dependence alphabet (Z, D) = a - b - c is not true for the trace acb, but 
it is true for both representatives acb and cab of this trace. However, it suffices to 
express the partial order on traces by the linear order on words, 
Given a MS0 formula $ defining A C R, we replace every subformula x < y in rl/ 
by a subformula x <tin y given below, obtaining a MS0 formula tj’ satisfying for all 
t E R: t + t,b if and only if w + t,V, for all w E ,P with t = q(w). 
Note that in any dependence graph [I’,& 8’1, we have for vertices x, y E V: x < y, 
if and only if there is a sequence x = xi < . . . < xk < xk+l = y, k> 1, xi E v, 
such that (/(xi), /(x,+1)) E D, for every 1 <i,<k. Moreover, due to the reflexivity of 
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D, we may clearly restrict to the case k < JCI. This yields the following definition of 
x <Iin y: 
V V ~z...~~(~a,(X)APa*(X2)~...A~ot(X&)A~a~+,(Y) 
1 Sk4 1x1 al,...,ak+lEX 
with (ai,cli+l) E D 
Ax < X2 < . . ’ < xk < J’) . 
for 1 <i<k 
(2) This implication is shown by induction over c-rational expressions. Note that we 
consider both finite and infinite traces as models. Every formula +A given below which 
defines a real trace language A G (w can be expressed as the disjunction of subformulae 
satisfied either only by finite or only by nonfinite traces. 
For A = 8 let $0 = 3x(x < n) define A; for A = {t}, t E Ml, let $1~1 be a formula 
satisfied by the trace f E M, only. 
A U B for c-rational sets A and B: Combine the formulae I,$A and &I for A and B to 
* AUB = $A v @Be 
A . B for c-rational sets A C M and B C [w, defined by +,A, respectively &(B: For a 
formula II/ we use in the following relativizations $1~ of $ with respect o a unary 
predicate R. Recall the inductive definition of ~91~: +lR = Ic/ for atomic formulae $; 
(-‘+)IR = +IR, (+I v $2)1R = +1/1IR v + 2 R, resPectiVelY, @+))R = 3x(&) A $1~) I 
and (3X $)IR = 3X(X c R A +IR), where X G R abbreviates x E X -+ R(x). The 
unary predicate R used below is given as a set property. Let $A.B be defined as 
It is easy to see that $,,.B defines exactly the product A . B. The meaning of the 
variables xi, . . . , Xk is to include the maximal vertices of the left factor, which is 
supposed to belong to A. 
A*, Aa for a connected c-rational set A C_ Ml: Let $A denote a sentence defining the 
connected language A C Ml and assume for sake of simplicity 1 4 A . 
The idea for a formula defining the (finite or o-) iteration of a language A is to 
colour the vertices of the dependence graph of the considered trace t, such that the 
colouring corresponds to a factorization in connected factors t = ti t2 . . ., where every 
factor ti E M belongs to A. The identification of (A-) factors will be provided by 
the property of being one-coloured and by the restriction that for any two different 
factors having the same colour there is no edge of the Hasse diagram connecting 
them. TWO factors ti, tj will have the same colour only if alph(tj) = alph(tj). For 
every Z’ C C we take two colours and colour alternatingly the factors ti with the 
CO~OWS of alph(ti). 
We define $A* and @AU as 
where Xi,..., Xk are supposed to represent the vertex colouring, with k = 2 * 21z1. 
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The formula 11/ states that V is the disjoint union of all Xi. For the next two 
subformulae we define below the abbreviation mocs(X), which expresses that X is 
a “maximal one-coloured connected subgraph” of the Hasse diagram. Formally, let 
mocs(X) be 
v ( X CX A “X is connected” 
1 di<k 
AVyVZ((yEXAZEXiA(ZEHyVyEHZ))+ZEX))p 
where EH is the edge relation of the Hasse diagram. The (first-order) subformula “X 
is connected” simply requires that the set of labels occurring in X is a connected 
subalphabet r G C. 
The formula $2 ensures that every mocs-component is an element of A and is 
defined as 
where +A]X denotes the relativization of the sentence defining A with respect o the 
predicate x E X. Note that since A is a language of finite traces, the mocs-components 
satisfying $2 will be fmite. 
The underlying interpretation of the mocs-components is that they are factors of 
the given trace belonging to A. It remains to provide that the mocs-components can 
be ordered, thus corresponding to a factorization. Let us define the relation X + Y 
as 
b3y(xEXAyE YAx < y) . 
Due to the reflexivity of the dependence relation D it suEices to forbid cycles of 
mocs-components Y, 4 Yz + . . . 4 Yk 4 Yk+l = Yl with k < ]Z]. Consider otherwise 
a cycle as above, with x # Yi for i # j, and vertices xi, yi E Yi with xi < yi+l, for 
1 G i Gk. For k > I,!51 we obtain by considering equal labels in {xl,. . .xk} indices 
l<i # j<k with x + yi and x 4 Yj+i. It is easy to see that these relations 
yield a smaller cycle. The formula IJ?J ensures that the relation 4 restricted on mocs- 
components is acyclic: 
AY, 4 Y2 A+.. AYk-l+YkAY,+Yl . 
> 
Finally, ti4 determines whether its trace models are finite or not, depending on 
the type of iteration (Kleene-star or 0). For the o-iteration e.g., we have t,k, = 
v,,,#(k(x) + ~Y(X < Y A P&Y)))). 0 
The proof of Theorem 2 can also be provided using the classical automaton-based ap- 
proach given by Biichi [24]. Using the characterization of recognizability by 
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nondeterministic asynchronous (cellular) automata with local Btichi acceptance [13], 
one can view a run of an asynchronous automaton as a labelling of a dependence 
graph with local states. This allows to show that a trace language A s [w is accepted 
by some Btichi asynchronous cellular automaton if and only if A is definable in MS0 
[l l] (respectively [25] for finite traces). 
4. First-order logic on real traces 
For (w-) word languages the restriction of the logical framework to quantifying only 
over first-order variables turns out to yield a subclass of recognizable languages with 
various interesting properties. First-order definable (w-) word languages are closely 
related to temporal logic of linear time and show to coincide with the star-free lan- 
guages. Moreover, they can be captured by an algebraic property (aperiodicity) [24, for 
an overview]. For languages of finite traces we have the equivalence between aperiodic- 
ity and star-freeness [ 151, respectively between star-freeness and first-order definability, 
as shown by Thomas and Zielonka (personal communication). 
The first-order logical framework we consider (denoted by FO) restricts for the 
present signature the quantification of formulae to variables X, y,. . ., only. In the fol- 
lowing we first exhibit a direct transformation between formulae interpreted on finite 
trace models and formulae interpreted on finite word models (the result also holds for 
higher-order logic). For the general case of real trace languages we obtain the equiv- 
alence stated in Proposition 3 below by the characterizations of Sections 4.1 and 4.2. 
A direct construction as presented below is of independent interest. 
In the proof of the following proposition we use the same approach for both for- 
mulae transformations. In particular, we replace every subformula x < y of a sen- 
tence @, which is interpreted on words, by a formula suitable for the partial order 
interpretation. However, it is not possible to unify different interpretations of a for- 
mula on the representatives of a trace to one interpretation for the trace model it- 
self. Consider, e.g., the formula Vx Vy (x < y V y Gx), which is false on any de- 
pendence graph containing two incomparable vertices, but is always true on word 
models. 
The idea is to fix a representative of each trace and to express the total order of 
the fixed representative by the partial order of the dependence graph. As representative 
of a trace we choose the lexicographic normal form. (The use of the lexicographic 
normal form here was observed independently by Zielonka.) Given a linear ordering 
<r of ,J?:, the lexicographic normal form of a trace t E M (in symbols Znf (t)) is 
lexicographically the hrst representative w E q-‘(t). Equivalently, a word w E z* is 
the lexicographic normal form of its trace q(w) if and only if for each factor aub of 
w with a,b E C, u E Z*, and (au, b) E I, we have a <X b [2]. 
Proposition 3. A trace language A C Ml is dejnable in jirst-order logic if and only ij- 
q-‘(A) C Z* is dejinable in jirst-order logic. 
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Proof. Given a first-order sentence defining A G M we obtain directly from the proof 
of Theorem 2 a first-order sentence defining q-‘(A). 
Suppose now we are given a first-order sentence $ defining a closed word language 
A = cp-$(A) c C*. 
As outlined above, we replace every subformula x < Y occurring in the sentence 
ij defining A C C* by the subformula Zex(x, Y) given below. The new sentence II/’ will 
satisfy t + $’ if and only if Znf(t) + II/. Due to A being a closed word language, this 
will yield the result. 
Let x, y be vertices in the dependence graph oft and let Zex(x, y) denote the predicate 
expressing that x precedes y in the lexicographic normal form of t, Inf(t). Assume 
that Zex(x, y) holds and let x0 . . . x,, correspond to the factor in hf(t) satisfying xs = x 
and x, = y. Let i be minimal, 0 <i <n, such that xi < y holds in the partial order of 
the dependence graph. Then we have (xc **.xi_t,xi) E Z and hence !(xo)<r/(xi). It is 
easy to see now that Zex(x, y) is equivalent to 32 (e(x) <r/(z) A z < y A Zex(x,z)). This 
observation leads to defining Zex(x, y) as Va,bEr(PO(~) A Pb(Y) A Zex,b(x, y)), where 
Zex,b(x, y) is defined recursively as 
k,b(X, Y) = 
1 
x-=y for a = b , 
- ~exb,dY?) fora <gb , 
32 
( 
V (P,(z) A z< y A le~,,~(x,z)) for a >z b . 
c2.w ) 
Note that the recursion depth is at most 2 . jZ[, yielding a first-order formula of expo- 
nential size in ]z]. The quantifier depth is bounded by ICI. 0 
Remark 4. The result stated in Proposition 3 clearly also holds if we replace tirst- 
order by second-order logic. This, together with Theorem 2, provides a new proof for 
Metivier’s [18, Theorem 2.31 and Ochmar’&i’s [19, Lemma 8.21 theorem on the rec- 
ognizability of the Kleene-iteration of connected recognizable finitary trace languages. 
Remark 5. Since the lexicographic normal form is in general undefined for real traces, 
the above proof can be extended irectly to real traces only for the special case where 
the considered language contains only traces t where the set of letters occurring in- 
finitely often in t is a connected subalphabet. 
4.1. Equivalence of star-free expressions and first-order logic 
In this section we show the equivalence of star-freeness and definability in first-order 
logic. We generalize the approach of Perrin and Pin [21] from words to real traces. 
The family of star-free finitary trace languages SF(M) is the closure of the sets 
{t}, t E Ml, by Boolean operations and concatenation [ 151. 
Definition 6. The family SF(R) of star-free real trace languages i  the smallest family 
9 of subsets of R with 
1. SF(lU)c$“, 
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2. ABE9foranyA,BE9withA~fMl,B~R,and 
3. 9 is closed under Boolean operations (where the complementation is meant with 
respect to R). 
Note that since Ml E SF(R) holds, the complementation of a finitary language A E 
SF(M) with respect to Ml can be obtained by complementing with respect to 53 and 
intersecting with Ml. 
We will consider formulae with free oariubles and interpret them on extended trace 
models. For a finite set W of variables we add to a structure (V, <, (Pa&) a mapping 
of variables cr : W + V, associating every variable with one vertex in the dependence 
graph of the trace. Thus we obtain a new structure (V, <, (Pa)aE~, a) of a trace with 
a set W of variables, denoted W-trace. Let a set of W-traces be denoted as a W-trace 
language. If W is empty, then the new structure (V, c,(P,)~~z, 0) can be identified 
with the former one, (V, -c,(P,)~~z.). We denote by Mw (resp. [WW) the set of finite 
W-traces (resp. real W-traces). 
The concatenation of a W-trace t and a W/-trace t’ is defined only if W II W’ = 0; in 
this case, in addition to the usual concatenation of dependence graphs, the mapping of 
variables of tt’ is the disjoint union of the mapping of variables oft and t’. The comple- 
ment of a real W-trace language A C [WV is meant with respect to Rw. The definition of 
star-free languages can now be immediately extended to star-free real trace languages 
over extended structures. Let SF,(M) denote the family of W-trace languages (for fi- 
nite sets W) obtained from the sets {t} (t E M w for fmite W) by concatenation and 
Boolean operations, where the complement of a W-trace language is meant with respect 
to Mw. Further, let SF,(R) denote the smallest family of subsets of RW (for finite sets 
W) containing SF,(M) and closed under concatenation and Boolean operations. 
For the rest of the section, sets W of (first-order) variables are supposed to be finite. 
The following lemma states some useful properties of star-free trace languages over 
the extended structures defined above. The left and right quotients t-‘A and At-’ for 
t E F&J, As Iww are defined as usual, by t-‘A = {u 1 tu E A} and At-’ = {u 1 ut E 
A }. Note that the partial monoid of real traces R is left-, but not right-cancellative: 
If uu, uu’, uu, and u’u are defined, we have uu = uu’ =+ u = u’, but uu = u’u does 
not imply u = u’. In particular, it does not hold that {t}t-’ = {l}, for example 
{u”}(u”)-1 = a* # (1). 
Lemma 7. (1) For any C’ s C and any set W, the languages {t E MT 1 alph(t) c C’}, 
respectively, {t E [ww 1 alph(t) C C’} are star-free. 
(2) Taking left and right quotients commutes with U and n. Moreover, let t E @I 
and AG (WW with UC W. Then we have t-*A = t-l] U {u E Rw\u I tu $ W,}, 
respectiuely At-’ =xt-’ u {u E IwwiU 1 ut $! Rw}. 
(3) Let A E SF,(R). Then the set of left (right) quotients { t-‘A I t E &,U} 
({At-’ I t E R_J,~}) is a jinite subset of SF,(R). 
Proof. (1) Obvious. 
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(2) Note that for u E lRwiU we have u $! t -‘A if and only if either tu E 2 or tu is 
not a real trace. 
(3) Assume A E SF,(R) n [WW. The proof is given by induction on the star-free 
expression for A. We denote the number of different languages t-‘A by n(A). 
If A = {u} for some u E Mw, then n(A)G21’4. 
If A = B U C, then t-‘A = t-‘B U t-‘C, hence n(A)<n(B) . n(C) (II analogously). 
If A = B, then with t-‘3 = t-‘B \ {u E Rw\U 1 alph(u) n D(alphinf(t)) # 8) we 
obtain n(A) 4 n(B) . 21’1. 
If A = BC, then t-‘(BC) = U&r-‘B fl F,)(s-‘C), where R’, = {p E lww/ 1 
(p,s) E I} E SF,(R) (for some IV’ G IV), thus 
{ t-‘(BC) 1 t E F&J} = U(r-‘B n&)(s-‘c) 1 t E b 
rs=t 
Right quotients At-’ for A E SF,(R) are handled symmetrically. q 
Theorem 8. A trace language A C R is definable in jr&order logic if and only if it 
is star-free. 
Proof. ‘V’: Set operations are replaced by the corresponding logical operations. For 
the concatenation we use the first-order formula from Section 3. 
“J”: We give a proof by induction on formulae. 
Predicates: The set of real W-traces satisfying x c y for some variables x,y E W, 
is a star-free trace language of the following form (we omit the subscripts for Ml, R 
and a E ZX denotes that the set of variables X is assigned to vertex a): 
U U MaI Ma2 . ..ar_lfkAal[W . 
linite a,EZx,qEZr, x&K yEY 
with (Cli,Cli+l) ED for l<igl- 1 
Note that the sets of variables assigned to the factors in the expression above form a 
partition of W and 1~ IZI. 
A real IV-trace language satisfying P,(x) is of the form Ufik MaR with a E CX 
and x E X. For x = y we have the representation UC, lJnEzX MaR. 
GYEX 
Formulae.. For A, V, 1 we use the corresponding set operations. Finally, for quan- 
tified formulae, if A E SF,(R) rl I+ is the language defined by a formula + with free 
variables W and x E IV, then we Iirst express A using left and right quotients [21] (we 
omit again the subscript for IX) 
A = U B(u)aC(u) 
a6.L uoER, 
XEXC w 
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with 
C(U) = (z&z)-‘A, B(u) = n A(@-’ . 
UEC(U) 
By Lemma 7 the union above is finite. Finally, the real W \ {x)-trace language A’ 
defined by the formula h Ic/ is 
A’ = U B(u) a C(u). q aEzx\{X}, WEW 
4.2. Aperiodic and star-free real trace languages 
A monoid is called aperiodic if it satisfies the equation x” = x”+’ for some n > 0. 
Let A c R be a real trace language. A is called aperiodic if there exists a homomorphism 
q : M + S to an aperiodic, finite monoid S recognizing A. (Equivalently, the syntactic 
monoid of A is finite and aperiodic, and the syntactic morphism recognizes A.) 
We denote the family of aperiodic real (finitary, respectively) trace languages by 
AP(R) (AP(M), respectively). We use analogous notations for word languages. We 
recall Schtitzenberger’s result stating the equivalence between aperiodicity and star- 
freeness for finitary word languages [23]. The result has been extended to o-word 
languages by Perrin [20] and for languages of finite traces by Guaiana et al. [ 151. 
Let us begin with some notations concerning recognizability by homomorphisms and 
consider q : Ml -+ S to a flnite monoid S. For s E S we denote 
M, = C(s), 
P,=M,\M,Ml+,with MI+=Ml\{l} . 
Thus, Ml, is the set of all finite traces which are mapped to s by q and P, is the 
subset of Ml,, consisting of traces having no proper prefix in Ml,. Finally, if we consider 
a homomorphism q : Z* + S, then we use the notation X, = q-‘(s), for s E S. 
Moreover, we may assume that alph(t) = alph(t’) for all t,t’ E M with q(t) = I, 
since we may replace S with a submonoid of S x g(C), with the multiplication defined 
by (s, T)(s’, r’) = (ss’, r U r’) and (1,0) as identity. Moreover, we replace q(a) with 
(q(a),(a)) for a E Z. Hence, alph(s) for s E S can be defined as alph(t) for some 
t E q-‘(s). Note that any aperiodic monoid S remains aperiodic if we replace it with 
(a submonoid of) S x p(C). 
For C’ C C, let RX, = { t E [w 1 D(alphinf(t)) = D( C’) }. Note that in the word case 
(i.e. D = Z x Z) we have [W_V = Cw, for every 0 # Z’ c Z and Iws = Z*. In particular, 
we denote by I& for s E S the set E+ with Z’ = alph(s). 
LetACM.Wedefine~={tE[WIt=UBwithBdirectedandB~A}.Anon- 
empty set B C Ml is called directed if for every t, t’ E B, there exists a z E B such that 
t and t’ are both prefixes of z. 
The following lemma generalizes a lemma used in Schiitzenberger’s proof of Mc- 
Naughton’s theorem for o-word languages [22]. For real traces, the proof of the lemma 
becomes more involved and the reader is referred directly to [9]. 
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knma 9 ([9, Cor. 3.131). Let S be a jinite monoid, q : M + S a homomorphism 
and e E S such that e2 = e. Then we have Ml: = a n R,. 
Before stating the result of this section, let us define the I-shuffle K1 u-11 K2 of two 
(w-) word languages Ki G Zm by K1 UII K2 = { UOVOU~V~ . . . 1 u,,v, E C*, UoUl . . . E 
KI, vovl . . . E K2 and (vn,um) EI, for n < nz}. 
Theorem 10. The family of star-free real trace languages coincides with the family 
of aperiodic real trace languages. 
Proof. “V: Let us first show that every aperiodic language A E R is star-free. To 
this purpose, consider r] : M + S a homomorphism to a finite, aperiodic monoid S 
recognizing A. Then we have A = UcspjEP f&Ml:, with P = { (s,e) E S2 1 se = s, e2 = 
e, h&Ml: nA # 0). S3 Ml, E SF(M) [15], it suffices to show that 44: E SF(R). 
By Lemma 9, Ml: = R&P, II R,. Furthermore, R, E SF(R). More precisely, R, (with 
e # 1) is a finite union of sets M h4;, with J? C C, Mrr = {t E Ml ( alph(t) = ,X’} 
and lUl$, = (&$z, Mb[W n &r, Mm) \ M, hence the result. 
It remains to show that a E SF(R). More generally, if B s M is recognized by 
a homomorphism q : M + S to a finite monoid S, then we may write the complement 
of 3 as follows (analogously to [20]): 
3=u M, u M,R . 
PCS ( 4 with mer(B) ) 
The above expression simply states that t q! ?f if and only if there exists a finite prefix 
u < t such that for every v E &A with uv< t, uv qi B. Moreover, with S aperiodic we 
obtained 3 E SF(R) by [15]. 
“=k”: For this inclusion, it suffices to show that A E SF(R) implies that q-‘(A) E 
SF(JY), since SF(JY’) = AP(Cw) [20] and Synt(A) = Synt(rp-‘(A)). We proceed 
by induction on the star-free expression denoting A E SF(R). For A E SF(M) we 
have A E AP(M) by [15], hence q-‘(A) E AP(z*) = SF(C*) [23]. Furthermore, let 
A = Ai UAZ (A = Al nA2, A = % respectively) with cp-‘(Al),q-‘(AZ) E SF(,EOO). 
Then q-‘(A) E SF(JY’) holds, since cp-’ commutes with the Boolean operations. 
Finally, let A = AtA2 with A{ = cp-‘(At) E SF(,X*), Ai = cp-‘(AZ) E SF(,?Y). 
Then, q-‘(A) = A{ LIJIA~, with LUG denoting the Z-shuffle operation. In particular, we 
have 
A: LLI A: = { uovo . ..UnVnWIUk.vkEC*,WECOO,UoUl...U,EA:, 
VOVl . . . V,W EA: and (vi,#k) EI, for i < k<n} . 
Since A: E SF(z* ) = AP(,E* ) and Ai E SF(_?Y’ ) = AP(JY’ ), let q : C* ---) S denote a 
homomorphism recognizing both A’, and Ai, with S an aperiodic, finite monoid (for A$ 
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this means that q recognizes Ai n C“’ and Ai n C*). Furthermore, we consider the set 
P={(.s,e)ES2 ] se = s, e* = e, X,x,” nA; # 0). Noting that Xl = (1) =X,W, with 
1 denoting the identity in S, we have Ai = lJcs,ejEPX3XF. Moreover, A’, = q-‘r](A{). 
It is not hard to see that we may express A’, WI Ai by 
Since both X, and X, are aperiodic, closed linitary word languages (due to Ai being 
closed), we have X, UJI X, E SF(C* ) [ 151. Moreover, since e is an idempotent element 
of S, with S aperiodic, we also have X,W E SF(Cm ). Hence, A{ ur A$ = q-‘(A) E 
SF@=). •i 
Let us summarize: Since for every A E Rec( [w), Synt(A) = Synt(cp-‘(A)) holds, we 
obtained by the results of Section 4 the following equivalent characterizations: 
(i) A is first-order definable. 
(ii) q-‘(A) is first-order definable. 
(iii) A is star-free. 
(iv) Synt(A) is aperiodic and the syntactic homomorphism q : M + Synt(A) recog- 
nizes A. 
5. Conclusion 
In this paper we have generalized the most important results concerning logic, rec- 
ognizability, star-freeness and aperiodicity from word languages and finitary trace lan- 
guages to the case of infinitary trace languages. 
For star-free languages an extension to the quantifier alternation hierarchy of first- 
order formulae and dot-depth hierarchies of languages has been considered ([ 111, con- 
tains also a temporal logic which is expressively equivalent to first-order logic for finite 
traces). 
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